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The standard model of strong laser physics, the recollision scenario, omits the ionic core potential
after tunneling. Strikingly, although the Coulomb interaction drives all stages of recollision, the
maximum energy the electrons bring back to the core is found by ignoring it. We resolve this
long-standing paradox by showing that this good agreement stems from a fortuitous cancellation at
high intensities. Instead of the three step model, we find that the Coulomb interaction can be fully
integrated into a purely classical scenario that explains recollisions without invoking tunneling.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 05.45.Ac, 32.80.Fb

The advent of powerful and short laser pulses heralded
a new era in atomic and molecular physics about three
decades ago [1, 2]. Irradiating targets such as atoms,
molecules, or biological complexes with such intense laser
pulses has become the tool of choice for resolving the
structure of matter at unprecedented spatial and tem-
poral scales [3]. About twenty years ago, the theoret-
ical framework for such processes was established and
remains the state-of-the-art in strong field physics [4, 5].
It centers on the recollision model which follows a “three-
step” scenario: Electrons are first detached (presumably
by tunneling) and absorb energy while following the laser
only to be hurled back at the ionic core when the laser re-
verses direction where they can ionize more electrons [6]
or generate very high harmonics of the driving laser by
high harmonic generation (HHG) [7]. One decisive suc-
cess of the recollision model is the theoretical prediction
of the highest harmonic Nmax generated during this re-
combination process (the so-called “high harmonic cut-
off” [8]). For a linearly polarized laser, where the electric
field is E(t) = E0 sin(ωt+ φ), the cut-off is given by the
analytical expression [4, 9]

~Nmaxω = κ0Up + Ip,

where κ0Up is the maximum energy brought back by
the recolliding electron in terms of the ponderomotive
energy Up = E2

0/(4ω
2), Ip is the ionization potential,

and κ0 ≈ 3.17 is given by κ0 = 2(1 − cosφ0) where
the laser phase φ0 ≈ 4.09 is the first positive root of
cosφ + 2(1 − cosφ)/φ2 − 2 sinφ/φ = 0 [7]. Remark-
ably, although the Coulomb interaction drives all stages
of recollision, the maximum return energy of the recol-
liding electrons is found by simply ignoring it. It turns
out that electrons can extract more (or less) energy from
the laser field depending on when they are launched and
when they are detected [5, 10, 11], but the validity of
3.17 Up for electrons which start and end at the core has
been confirmed in HHG experiments on such a regular
basis [8, 12] in the last two decades that it is often for-

gotten that it is based on a radical assumption, namely
neglecting the parent ion’s Coulomb interaction after it
creates a potential barrier through which the photoelec-
trons tunnel [13, 14]. With this simplifying assump-
tion, called the Strong Field Approximation (SFA) [15],
Newton’s equations give a maximum return energy κ0Up.
This is one of many situations in intense laser physics in
which classical mechanics acts as a reliable guide to quan-
tum simulations and experimental observations [6].

In reality, for typical HHG experiments, the Coulomb
interaction cannot be neglected, even after tunneling,
since it drives all kinds of intense-laser phenomena: It
“focuses” spreading electronic wave packets [16–18], and
it guides electrons towards the core in certain direc-
tions [19], to cite a few examples. So why can the max-
imum energy brought back to the core be found as if
the Coulomb interaction did not exist? Here we resolve
this paradox with a purely classical recollision scenario
which fully incorporates the Coulomb interaction at ev-
ery stage of the recollision process. It shows that at high
intensities (above 1015 W·cm−2) the SFA procedure gives
the right HHG cut-off thanks to a cancellation but that
at lower intensities the three-step scenario with the SFA
is no longer valid. The prototypical figure we will in-
terpret using our proposed recollision scenario is Fig. 1
which depicts HHG spectra in a scattering simulation
where the wave packet is initially launched at the quiver
radius (E0/ω

2) and the initial laser phase is chosen so
that the wave packet returns to the ionic core in the next
quarter laser cycle (see right panel of Fig. 1). The spec-
tra have been computed by solving the one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation with a soft-Coulomb potential [20]
and a linearly polarized laser pulse in the near infrared
regime. We observe one plateau after one laser cycle
(red curve) and two plateaus after one and a half laser
cycles (blue curve): The first plateau has a cut-off at
2 Up + Ip [10, 11] and the second one at 3.17 Up + Ip. In
a different context, using Rydberg excited states, these
two plateaus have been found as universal [21]. Using
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FIG. 1. Left side: HHG spectra for the one-dimensional soft
Coulomb potential at I = 1015 W · cm−2 and a wavelength
of 780 nm. A generic atom is modelled with an ionization
potential of Ip = 0.67 a.u. The dashed lines correspond to 2
Up + Ip (left) and 3.17 Up + Ip (right). The wave packet is
launched at the quiver radius with the laser phased so that
the wave-packet immediately returns to the core region. The
red curve is the HHG spectrum after one laser cycle while the
blue curve is after one and a half laser cycles. Right side:
Density (color scale) of the wave packet as as a function of
time (increasing in the downward direction) and position of
the electron. The red and blue lines show the wave packet
at the times corresponding to the same colored curves on the
left.

our purely classical recollision scenario, we provide an
explanation for these two plateaus and their universality
in what follows.

First, in order to assess the importance of the Coulomb
interaction in the recollision process, we examine in
Fig. 2, the value of the maximum return energy (in units
of Up) accessible to the dynamics as intensity is varied
(see also Ref. [22]). The solid curves correspond to the
maximum return energy Emax (defined as kinetic energy
plus Coulomb potential), while the dashed lines corre-
spond to the maximum return kinetic energy Kmax. The
blue curves show the maximum return energies acces-
sible to the dynamics while the red curves correspond
to the return energies for specific initial conditions on
the periodic orbit O discussed below. The maximum re-
turn energies Emax (solid blue curve) are always larger
than 3.17 Up and converge to that number as intensity
is increased. This convergence to 3.17 Up is expected,
because with increasing intensity the laser field domi-
nates over the Coulomb interaction and the SFA becomes
valid. To measure the influence of the Coulomb interac-
tion, the maximum return kinetic energy Kmax is plotted
in Fig. 2 in dashed lines. The two blue curves depart sig-
nificantly from each other as intensity is decreased below
1015 W · cm−2. The convergence is faster for the maxi-

mum return energy Emax than it is for the maximum re-
turn kinetic energy Kmax. This sounds paradoxical since
the convergence of Emax (which contains the Coulomb po-
tential) is faster than Kmax, towards a result which does
not take into account the Coulomb interaction (e.g, by
comparing the blue and dashed blue in Fig. 2). In any
case, it is clear that the SFA is not valid below intensities
on the order of 1015 W · cm−2.

To resolve this paradox, we consider the classical dy-
namics of a recolliding electron in a strong linearly po-
larized laser field in the dipole approximation (and in
atomic units)

H (x,p, t) =
p2

2
+ V (x) + E(t) · x, (1)

where E(t) is the electric field (of intensity I), x the po-
sition of the electron and p its kinetic momentum. The
shape of the ionic potential does not matter for the ar-
gumentation, provided that at long distance it vanishes
sufficiently fast (e.g. −1/‖x‖). We consider an electron
leaving the core region at time t = ti and returning at
t = tr, i.e., x(tr) = 0. Integrating the dynamical equa-
tion for the kinetic momentum between ionization and
recollision times, we have

p(tr)− p(ti) = ∆pE + ∆pC,

where ∆pE is the contribution in the absence of Coulomb
potential

∆pE = −
∫ tr

ti

E(t)dt,

and ∆pC is the change in kinetic momentum generated
by the Coulomb potential

∆pC = −
∫ tr

ti

∇V (x(t))dt. (2)

The dominant contribution in the integral (2) is right
before the recollision time tr. We expand x(t) around
t = tr which leads to x(t) ≈ p(tr)(t−tr) at the recollision
time. Inserting this approximation in the integral gives

p(tr) ·∆pC ≈ −V (0) + V (p(tr)(ti − tr)). (3)

Since the potential vanishes far away from the ionic core
and ‖p(tr)‖ is large, the second term in the right hand
side is negligible, of order ω2/(πE0), in comparison with
Ip. In the SFA, ∆pC is neglected. Here we go one order
further and assume that ∆pC is negligible in compari-
son with p(tr). Looking at the kinetic energy and using
Eq. (3), we arrive at

p(tr)2

2
+ V (0) ≈ p2

SFA

2
, (4)

where pSFA = p(ti) + ∆pE is the kinetic momentum
in the SFA. The hypothesis involved in the derivation
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above translates into some admissible range of parame-
ters where Eq. (4) is expected to be valid:

ω2

π
√
I
� Ip �

I

ω2
,

which is a regime of small Keldysh parameters [15].
Equation (4) states that the maximum return energy for
the recolliding electron is equal to the maximum return
kinetic energy in the SFA. In the intensity range from
1015 to 1016 W ·cm−2, it validates the results obtained in
the SFA which make use of the maximum return kinetic
energy and ignore the Coulomb potential. We notice that
the tunneling argument is not needed to obtain κ0Up as
the maximum return energy and the Coulomb potential
has been fully taken into account.

In the intermediate range of intensities, from 1014 to
1015 W · cm−2, there are some deviations from the SFA
value. An approximate value of κ(I, ω), the maximum
return energy in units of Up, is obtained by fitting the
curve in Fig. 2:

κ(I, ω) ≈ κ0 + κ1
ω2

I
,

with some constant κ1. This quantifies approximately
the first-order effect of the Coulomb interaction on the
maximum return energy at recollision as a function of the
laser parameters. However, this correction is only sizable
for low intensities (below 1014 W · cm−2) and when the
ponderomotive energy is also low, its influence cannot be
easily identified on HHG cut-offs. In this intermediate
range of intensities, the three-step scenario is invalid and
a correct recollision scenario needs to fully incorporate
the effect of the ionic core. We now turn to the dynamics
of electrons driven by both fields.

The fundamental question to be addressed is : By what
mechanism do almost-ionized electrons return to the core
in a combined Coulomb and laser field? Each recolliding
trajectory looks very different when visualized, and they
seem to have nothing in common other than shuttling
between the core and the far-field regions. However, we
find that they do so by tracking a specific periodic orbit
which has the same period as the laser field and repre-
sents the prototype of a recollision (see Fig. 2): A trajec-
tory started close to this orbit (which we call O) experi-
ences large excursions from the core (beyond the quiver
radius E0/ω

2) and returns to the core periodically, twice
per laser period (with a momentum of order E0/ω for
large intensities, i.e., a maximum return kinetic energy
of 2 Up). The maximum return energy is depicted by
a continuous red curve on Fig. 2 and it gives a natural
explanation for the first cut-off in Fig. 1 since the initial
wave packet is initiated very close to O. So at least for a
short time, we see the imprint of O on the wave packet
dynamics. For longer times, the wave packet explores a
wider region in phase space, and therefore the maximum
return energy prevails (blue curve in Fig. 2).

FIG. 2. Maximum return energy (solid lines) and maximum
return kinetic energy (dashed lines) accessible to the dynamics
(blue) and on the periodic orbit O (red). Insets: Periodic
orbit O (red curves) and the SFA counterpart (black curves).
The left panel corresponds to I = 1014 (left) and the right
panel to I = 1015 W · cm−2. The x̃ and p̃ axes are scaled in
units of E0/ω

2 and E0/ω, respectively.

Remarkably, linear stability analysis [23] shows that
O is only weakly unstable which means that trajecto-
ries can follow this periodic orbit long enough to be
influenced by it and its stable and unstable manifolds,
which channel ionizations and returns to the core. Elec-
trons move away from O following its unstable manifold,
Wu, and return to this orbit following its stable manifold
Ws [23]. The two manifolds are linked by the symmetry
(x, p, φ) 7→ (−x, p, 2π − φ) when time reverses direction.
Both manifoldsWu andWs are visualized in Fig. 3 in the
Poincaré section x = 0 in the plane (φ, p) in the lower half
plane p < 0. The chosen Poincaré section is the natural
one for recollisions since, by definition, they occur at the
core, x = 0. We note that there are two types of recolli-
sions: the ones which recollide with a positive momentum
(from left to right) and the other ones with a negative mo-
mentum (from right to left). The upper half plane (left to
right recollisions) is related to the lower half by the sym-
metry (x, p, φ) 7→ (x,−p, π − φ) upon time-reversal. In
Fig. 3 we show the set of initial conditions on the surface
x = 0 (and lower half plane p < 0) leading to subsequent
recollisions. The color scale corresponds to the number
of recollisions (regardless of the direction, right to left or
left to right) undergone by the trajectory started with the
given initial conditions. Remarkably, all these initial con-
ditions are located around the stable manifold Ws and
the higher the number of recollisions, the closer the initial
conditions are to this manifold. This is a firm indication
that O organizes the recollision dynamics through its sta-
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ble manifold. The maximum return energy can also be
found from an examination of the manifold: The largest
momentum available to an electron moving along Wu

before leaving the core corresponds to the maximum re-
turn energy, e.g., 4.31 Up at 1014 W ·cm−2 and 3.32 Up at
1015 W ·cm−2. These energies fall on the solid blue curve
of Fig. 2 which gives the maximum return energy allowed
by the dynamics. The SFA relies on tunneling to release
the photoelectron near the core (where the Coulomb field
has dropped off) with zero momentum [4, 22]. With those
initial conditions – and under the influence of the laser
field alone – the SFA finds a single special trajectory
which gives the well-known maximal return energy of
3.17 Up. When the recollision is not broken up into steps
(one with the Coulomb field and another without as in
the SFA), but rather regarded as one continuous process
with the Coulomb field always on, the notion of zero-
initial momentum after tunneling loses its significance.
More importantly, the maximum amount of energy an
electron can bring back to the core upon recollision de-
pends on the duration of the pulse. The analysis of the
dynamics shows that the most energetic recollisions do
not happen within the next half laser cycle after preion-
ization but take much longer and, the longer the delay
to return, the more energy they are likely to bring back.
For instance, at the intensity of 1014 W · cm−2, the max-
imum return energy is 3.86 Up for recollisions taking less
than one laser cycle, and 4.24 Up when allowing up to
25 laser cycles to return. The area highlighted by the
bounding box in Fig. 3 (and also shown in an expanded
view in the inset) shows the initial condition (circular red
marker) which ultimately returns with maximum energy
for a 10 laser cycle pulse. Overall, the highest return
energy for recollision corresponds to the limit of a pulse
with infinite length – an impractical scenario. Neverthe-
less, the differences between these maxima are not sig-
nificant enough to be observed in HHG spectra: If the
ponderomotive energy is low, this difference corresponds
to a very small number of harmonics in the spectrum (at
I = 1014 W · cm−2 the value of Up is approximately 4
harmonics).

In summary, we have built an internally consistent rec-
ollision picture by including the Coulomb interaction in
the traditional recollision picture. We find that recolli-
sions are driven by a specific periodic orbit born out of
a resonance with the field. Its stable/unstable manifolds
guide the trajectories away and back to the core and,
with a remarkable cancellation nullifying the influence of
the ionic core potential, provide a purely classical inter-
pretation of the HHG spectra cut-offs. In the current sce-
nario with the linearly polarized field, the specific role of
the ion’s Coulomb field has been obscured by the seeming
success of the SFA to date, even though in the intermedi-
ate range of intensities, it is based on wrong assumptions.
We anticipate that the mechanism shown in this work –
namely recollisions being driven and regulated by recol-

FIG. 3. Stable (Ws, in black) and unstable (Wu, in gray)
manifolds of the periodic orbit O visualized on the Poincaré
section x = 0. The intensity is I = 1014 W · cm−2. The
red square marker corresponds to the location of the periodic
orbit O on the section. The colored areas correspond to re-
gions in phase space (on the section) leading to recollision and
the color scale denotes the number of returns. The trajecto-
ries initiated in the white region ionize without returning to
the core, or remain bound by the Coulomb potential indefi-
nitely. The bounding box on the top left of the figure is the
region shown in the inset. The red circular marker denotes
the initial condition which results in an electron returning
with maximum energy.

liding periodic orbits [24] and their associated manifolds
– extends to all polarizations or wave forms, which opens
up a promising avenue to extend the harmonic cut-offs
beyond their single-color limit [25].
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